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Best of February 2021
Sneak peak of what’s
inside:

➢ Akka Anna Day
Celebrations
➢ Radio Day
➢ Science Day
➢ Student’s Corner
➢ Art Corner
➢ Parenting Tip

AKKA ANNA DAY
CELEBRATION

Gratitude is the fairest blossom which springs from
the soul. Children expressed their gratitude to
akkas and annas by making them feel special for
their effort to support us and the community. They
interacted with them to understand how dedicated
and hardworking they are.

“Be thankful for
what you
have; you’ll end
up having more.
If you
concentrate on
what you don’t
have, you will
never, ever have
enough.”
- Oprah Winfrey

AKKA ANNA DAY
CELEBRATION

RADIO DAY

Radio is still considered as a treasure that has
always connected people with the events
happening around the world. An awareness about
importance of radio and the history behind its
invention was shared with the children on the
World Radio Day.

"When radio
keeps silent, our
ears shall never
hear the real
details!“
- Ernest
Agyemang
Yeboah

SCIENCE DAY

National science day is celebrated every year to
commemorate the discovery of the Raman effect.
The day inspired children as the acharyas
performed simple science experiments and
demonstrations. Children also shared their creative
constructions of spring balance, making insects by
using dough and performing science experiments
that has fascinated them. The day focused on
creating an environment to learn science joyfully.

The science of
today is the
technology of
tomorrow

SCIENCE DAY

Everything is
theoretically
impossible,
until it is done.
- Robert A.
Heinlein

SCIENCE DAY
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Butterflies are always fascinating. They are one of
the most beautiful insects. Learning about their
life cycle is an enthralling experience.
Srreeragavika of Grade I Yamuna, recently visited
her grand parents in Kerala and was captivated to
witness the life cycle of butterfly and was thrilled
to observe the various stages which culminates
into a beautiful and colourful butterfly.

“I’ve always loved
butterflies,
because they
remind us that
it’s never too late
to transform
ourselves.”
- Drew
Barrymore

STUDENT CORNER

Children enjoyed sticking and pasting activity

Children created a bird’s nest with reusable materials.
Creative expression of their skills.

Sowing activity-Children sowed seeds and observed
day by day the growth of a plant.

Taking X-Ray print of their own arm – Activity for
Letter X

All progress
takes place
outside the
comfort zone.”
- Michael John
Bobak

STUDENT CORNER

Bundling is always fun – An easy way to
count.

Children wrote letters and posted as
a part of the class activity.

Posters on Conservation of Water.

Digestive System using
recycled materials.

“Education is the
passport to the
future, for
tomorrow
belongs to those
who prepare for
it today.”
- Malcolm X

ART CORNER

“Art is a line
around your
thoughts.”
- Gustav Klimt

SPOTTED AND REPORTED

Amata huebneri is regarded as a wasp mimic
with the common name of Wasp Moth. It is a
day-flying species about the same size as a small
wasp. This species was formerly known
as Syntomis huebneri (subfamily Syntominae).
This moth is found in the Indo Australian tropics
to northern Australia. Adults are black with
yellow bands across the abdomen and
transparent windows in the wings. The larvae
feed on Oryza sativa. We are happy to spot and
observe its lifecycle in our premises.

“Earth is
what we all
have in
common.”
- Wendell
Berry

PARENTING TIP

• Parental involvement is important
for children to excel in academics.
• Make sure that your child has
completed his/her projects.
• Prepare the child well for their
assessments.
• Give them the confidence to express
what they have learnt.
Upcoming Events…
* Annual Day Celebration

